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Poseidon’s Delay
Coastal Commission waits 2 years for answers

By JOHN EARL
OC Voice Editor
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A

n environmental scientist for
the California Coastal Commission says that the cost of
water to be produced by a desalination plant approved by the city of
Huntington Beach has been greatly
underestimated by the developer and
that proposed mitigation measures
for its impact on ocean marine life
are inadequate.
The project was approved by the
H.B. City Council (including current
councilmembers Don Hansen, Keith
Bohr, Cathy Green and Gil Coerper)
in Feb. 2006.
The remarks were part of a letter to Poseidon Resources Inc., the
multi-national corporate water corporation that will oversee construction of the plant that would suck in
100 million gallons of ocean water
every day and convert it into 50 million gallons of drinking water. Poseidon plans to co-locate with the AES
power generating plant on Newland
Avenue and PCH to take cost-saving advantage of the plant’s “oncethrough cooling” system to gather
the ocean water it needs for conversion.
Once-through cooling systems are
used by 20 other antiquated power
plants, like AES, along the Calfiornia
coast and suck in 17 billion gallons
of seawater each year, killing virtually all the marine organisms passing
through their membranes, a signifi-
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CARBON DIOXIDE: A co-located desal plant would emit
200-250 million pounds yearly.
cant contributor to the 60 percent
decline in marine species, according
to a 2005 report by the California
Energy Commission.
A recent court ruling, as well as
legislative trends and a resolution
by the California State Lands Commission, are bringing once-through
cooling to a close, sooner or later.
“It’s the end of once-through cooling systems in the U.S.,” Surfrider
Foundation desal expert Joe Geever
told the Voice in September, adding,

“AES is fighting the changes tooth
and nail.”
Incomplete Application
The seven-page letter, dated June
27, 2007, was a “Notice of Incomplete Application” for a Coastal Development permit and cited numerous instances where Poseidon had
given incomplete information or
made dubious claims about permits,
environmental effects, environmentally friendly alternatives and costs
related to the project in response to

a similar request for information a
year earlier. Nearly 2-years-later, the
information is still not forthcoming,
according to the CCC’s Environmental Scientist, Tom Luster, who
wrote the letter.
Poseidon’s desal plants would take
publicly owned ocean water, convert
it to tap water, and sell it back to the
public for a profit. Organized opponents to the project criticized Poseidon for ignoring key environmental
impact issues and questioned whether the plant would ever be built, considering rising costs of fossil fuel and
electricity needed to operate it, and
a lack of buyers for the expensive
water—as high as $2,000 per acrefoot—it would produce.
Poseidon told the city of Huntington Beach that the project would
cost (Poseidon) about $150 million
in capital to build and promised
it would produce water for sale at
around $800 per acre-foot, but that
amount was based on government
subsidies that might not materialize.
Since then, Poseidon has claimed
a cost of $355 million and water at
$950 per acre-foot. But Luster’s letter challenges the per acre estimates,
stating it is much lower than estimated costs at other proposed and
co-located facilities, and that “Poseidon’s response does not provide an
adequate basis for these substantially
lower costs.”
Luster told the Voice that $1,400
- $1,500 per acre foot is “what we
See TRUST THIS, Page 3

H.B. Oil Spill

Blame people, not corporations, Mayor Debbie Cook says
By JOHN EARL & LISA WELLS
OC Voice Editor
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residential candidates Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama
accuse each other of bowing
to “big oil,” and Huntington Beach
mayor, environmentalist and Democratic candidate for congress, Debbie
Cook, has taken hits in the local media for having large investments in oil
corporations that many people blame
for the global energy crisis that she has
warned the public about for years.
Cook’s corporate investment records have always been on file at
City Hall and open to the public,
as required by law, but they have
gained attention lately due to her
desire to be the opponent of incumbent Dana Rohrabacher, and be
elected in November to represent
the 46th District in the U.S. House
of Representatives.

Cook’s fossil fuel related investments, including natural gas, totaled
between $72,000 and $710,000 from
March 2007 through March 2008.
As an investor, she probably made
the right choices: ExxonMobil, which
made a record
$40.7 billion
last year; BP,
the world’s 2nd
largest oil producer; and, CanArgo Energy
Corp, Chevron, El Paso
Corp,
Schlumberger Ltd
Netherlands,
Royal Dutch
Shell, BP and Brompton Oil and Gas
Income mutual fund.
But Cook’s alleged hypocrisy was
the main topic of analysis in news accounts and editorials by the Orange
County Register and the Huntington

Beach Independent.
The Independent excoriated Cook
for investing in oil companies that
harm the environment—instead of
companies that “make money off of
environmentally friendly technologies.”
And Register
opinion editor
Steve Greenhut
wrote in his blog
that “It’s just funny when environmental advocates
preach one thing,
then do another
with their own
dollars.”
Editorial cartoons in both papers showed Cook
greedily awash in oil stocks while advocating energy conservation.
Both papers also overlooked
Cook’s other provocative, non-oil, investments, including General Electric,

which has a “a lengthy record of criminal, civil, political and ethical transgressions, some of them shocking in
disregard for the integrity of human
beings,” according to Corpwatch.org,
and the Walt Disney Company, which
has a record of severe labor rights violations in China and other developing
countries.
Also of interest are up to $100,000
of now disposed of stocks that Cook
held in Archer Daniels Midland in
2006. The company is the largest
American producer of corn derived
ethanol fuel, which creates its own
harmful pollution and raises food
prices, thus contributing to the worldwide food shortage for people living
in poverty.
Wise Investments?
Cook, clearly frustrated by the attention to her portfolio, told the Voice
she is “a bit amused by the media
[and] how it labels us and then wants
See PEAK ELECTION, Page 4
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It’s all about politics

This is really my personal response and
opinion in reference to the Native American
burial site that was found on the Bolsa Chica
Mesa. Is there now a conspiracy going on here?
87 human bones? 4,217 artifacts? Questionable
business practices? Reported or unreported? If
it looks like a duck... walks like a duck... quacks
like a duck... well!
The real issue here is not right or wrong...
it’s politics. Awhile back, on the Pacific City
site, there were human bones and artifacts
found within that 31 area site. Yet, we were
told that the number found was under that
needed to officially warrant the developer to
do much of anything different. Yet, how are we
to really know?
In a case like this and Bolsa Chica Mesa,
we have simply put the fox in charge of the hen
house. Could greed, money and power have
anything to do with the ultimate decision?
I think we already know the answer to that.
The trick is proving it, that is, for the ones that
want it known.
We may never really know the truth, unless
we could get those already serving jail time
found guilty for similar violations, to confess
from their jail cells, that is, unless they have
already “bought” their way out. To me, whole
thing makes as much sense as our Governor attempting to balance the State budget with
blinders on and across the board, but without
any real concern, awareness or reality as to
what he’s really doing.
I have worked as a Planner before, and for
some major developers, so I am not entirely
unaware that this is nothing more than politics. This Fantasyland approach to the budget
and/or development is once again catering to
the special interests.
Therefore, I will be voting for Debbie
Cook. Let’s take back our state so we can save
it, starting right here in Huntington Beach.
John Sisker
Huntington Beach, CA

Thank God for mutts

Thank God for mutts. Mutts are the motherload of genetic diversity in the animal kingdom. Also, thank God for purebred dogs and
cats. Purebred animals have been developed
over centuries to adhere to standards that humans find desireable. We benefit from both
mutts and purebreds, but spay and neuter laws,
if enforced, will tend to limit the population of
mutts, favoring the reproduction of purebred
pets.
Let us consider past examples of human
mistakes in underestimating the importance
of promoting and protecting genetic diversity.
When the first potato plants were brought
to Ireland, no effort was made to bring over
various strains of the plant. All of the potatoes
grown in Ireland descended from this first
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Seniors deserve adequate center

In all the controversy over the proposed
new Senior Center to be located in H.B. Park,
I have not seen any reference to the value of the
current square block of land in the downtown
area just a few blocks from the beach. This
surely will be sold for enough millions to pay
for the new Senior Center.
I believe us seniors (and you who will be
joining us over the coming decades) deserve an
adequate Center. After all the huge non-profitable Sports Park was built for you younger
generations.
As to building it in the Park – we voted on
this (maybe you would like to go back and
re-do the Florida Vote on the last Presidential
election.)
Or maybe you would prefer it to be built in
5 acres of the Sports Complex.
Betty Johnson
Huntington Beach, CA

Torture and “The Tipping Point”

In response to “What torture means to me”
written by F.J. Getz in Letters of O.C.Voice,
April 2008: Getz claimed that waterboarding
is something trivial and cannot be considered
torture. This is beyond understanding! I suggest he submit himself to waterboarding as
presently practiced by our bestial operatives.
First, his body would be restrained head, hand
and feet on a tippable board, his face and
head multiply wrapped with Saran wrap, and
a small hole made for his mouth and his jaw
constrained open with a wooden stick. A large
container of water would be poored down his
open mouth and inhalation of the water encouraged. Choking and coughing would be
met by more water. Torture? I think so brainimpaired one!
Extraordinary Kudos to Tipping Point’s
Vern Nelson. For the longest time, I have been
reading OC Voice with interest but something
was lacking… a sense of understanding of the
world and it’s effect on Huntington Beach.
Vern Nelson has provided that with a viewpoint
which reflects my “flaming liberal” proclivities.
Pictures of our honored dead soldiers killed in
Iraq returning home in their flag-draped coffins have been suppressed.
This does not make me proud to think that
their deaths are no longer honored. Every effort
is being made by this bestial administration to
forget them. The carnage in Iraq is the result
of just two “men” and a spineless congress to
satisfy their lust for blood, bravado, and false
honor. The deeply sorrowful convergence of
the fifth anniversary of the Iraq war and the
obscene event of the 4000th fallen U.S. soldier
in Iraq has come and gone. Candles are lit and
vigils held in thousands of homes across this
country every evening. The meaning and value
of sacrifice and the chorus of despairing whispers, wails, and anger are carried on the wind
sweeping across the plains of our country.
All the new crosses of this war are silent witSee LETTERS, Page 5
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batch of plants. As a result, the organism that
caused blighted potatoes was able to wipe out
the food supply for the entire island, and my
Irish ancestors were forced to flee or starve.
There were no resistant strains of potato plant
in Ireland.
On this island called Earth, we have a marvelous blessing of vast genetic diversity in
many species of animals. Why must we tinker
with nature by passing laws that would have
the effect of decreasing the wondrous varieties
of these amazing creatures? That makes about
as much sense as making it against the law to
have kids that don’t look like movie stars.
Leslie Righter
Fountain Valley, CA
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admin@ocvoice.com
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‘In God We Trust?’
Cooking up campaign issues in Surf City

By JOHN EARL
OC Voice Editor

“Y

es! Yes! Yes! Congratulations, you guys down
there,” Bakersfield City
Councilmember, Jacquie Sullivan,
said over the phone when reached by
the Voice.
Sullivan is the founder of In God
We Trust – America Inc., a non profit
503c3 organization formed in 2002
“To promote patriotism by encouraging elected city officials to display
our national motto ‘In God We Trust’
in every city hall in America.”
She was talking about the April 7
vote by the Huntington Beach City
Council to make “In God We Trust”
the city’s new motto to be hung in
the council chambers.
The council debate preceding
the vote was a sectarian skirmish,
ill-timed for Mayor Debbie Cook,
a Democrat, who wants to replace
Republican incumbent Dana Rohrabacher next November to represent
the 46th Congressional District,*
where God and country are a normal
part of political discourse and decision making.
In 2002, during her first one-year
term as mayor (councilmembers rotate yearly to fill the position), Cook
kept religion and government separate by not holding city sanctioned
invocations. Cook currently includes
the invocation as part of the city
council’s official routine, however.
Cook’s Christian and patriotic
credentials are a potential campaign
issue for Rohrabacher, who might
otherwise be forced into a debate
over his support for the Iraq war,
torturing prisoners and eliminating
habeas corpus, all while evoking the

WESTERN PACIFIC RESEARCH, INC.

GODLYMEN?: Republican campaign organizer Mark
Abernathy (L) talks politics with the Terminator (R).
“rule of law” to deport “illegal” immigrants and demanding amnesty
for vigilante border patrol agents
convicted and jailed for wrongfully
shooting them.
Conflict of Interest
The rule of law prohibits nonprofit groups like In God We Trust
from mixing charitable and political goals. Curiously, however, the
group’s web site cautions donors to
follow guidelines that closely follow
federal campaign financing law.
That looks suspicious to H.B. resident Mark Bixby, the citizen watchdog who discovered the peculiarity.
“[I]t’s clear to me that this organiza-

tion also has a political agenda,” Bixby wrote in a mass e-mail, “Which
also raises questions about their
501(c)(3) status.”
Sullivan said that she would
“have to look at that,” adding that
the group’s web site in continually
being updated and improved.
Even more curious, the group’s
secretary is Mark Abernathy, the
founder and president of Western
Pacific Research Inc. (WPR), another Bakersfield based organization, “dedicated to electing Republicans to Federal, State and local areas
of government,” according to one
WPR web site, and “is involved with

multiple organizations effectively
promoting the beliefs of the Republican Party.”
WPR specializes in campaign
strategy, marketing and fundraising
for political candidate and claims it
played a pivotal role in many Republican candidates, including Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger, and that it
advises Sullivan and manages In God
We Trust.
Abernathy did not respond to a
Voice inquiry, but Sullivan, after acknowledging that “We’re kind of
political, I guess, but we’re... just
patriotic Americans,” denied that
Abernathy was active with In God
We Trust or that his involvement in
it created any conflict of interest with
the group’s non-profit status.
“Absolutely not at all... Mark
happens to be one of the ones who
helped me originally get the organization going. But... he’s not actively
involved,” Sullivan insisted.
She did not speak to Green or
Carchio, she says, but starting March
8, “Over a two week period I emailed our information to every city
in Orange County,” for distribution
to city councilmembers.
That information cites some of
the motto’s history and court rulings that say it constitutes “ceremonial deism” and does not violate the
concept of separation of church and
state embedded in the First Amendment.
American History
But the motto’s history goes back
to 1776 when Benjamin Franklin,
John Adams and Thomas Jefferson
were appointed by the Continental
Congress to a committee charged
with designing the Great Seal of the
United States. Franklin’s suggested
See UNGODLY, Page 5

Trust This God?
Poseidon uncertainties remain after 2 years

Continued from Page 1
are expecting for that project,” about
4 or 5 times the cost of local well water used in Huntington Beach and 3
times the cost of recycled drinking
water that will be produced by the
Orange County Sanitation District.
The letter attributes Poseidon’s
lower cost estimate i part to its claim
that it will pay $0.07 per kilowatthour for electricity needed to run the
facility. “This appears to be a much
lower rate than is available for the
proposed project.” The cost would
actually increase about $50 per acrefoot for each $0.01 per kilowatthour, “so the the published rates
would increase your proposed water
costs by at least several hundred dollars per acre-foot,” the letter states.
Luster asked Poseidon to supply a
copy of its contract with AES, which
it has refused to do in the past when
asked by the city of Huntington
Beach, along with a sample electrical
bill to help clarify how it arrived at
its unlikely cost estimate.
The letter also challenges Poseidon’s assertion that environmental
damage mitigation already taken by
the AES power plant is sufficient,
since the desal plant would be using
the same water intake system and in
theory would not create addition environmental stress.
The AES mitigation was limited, however, to a smaller amount
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EXTERMINATOR: AES power plant (on the right) kills all
marine organisms that pass through it.
of water flow coming from two of
the plant’s four generating units,
while the desalination plant would
add significantly more water flow
than has been previously studied,
the letter says. Besides, it states,
the Coastal Commission did not
approve the AES mitigation, which
does not generally meet its standards.
Other points made in the letter:
• Poseidon’s own research shows
that a subsurface ocean water intake
system, favored by environmental-

ists, would be economically feasible,
while creating “fewer adverse environmental impacts” than the company's proposal.
• Poseidon has not provided sufficient information describing or
providing “feasible mitigation measures” for the desalination plant's
future effects on coastal resources
from the estimated 200 – 250 million pounds of carbon dioxide it will
emit into the air.
Nor has Poseidon provided
permits to create a 12-mile-long

pipeline needed to transport the desalinated water it produces through
Huntington Beach and Costa Mesa.
In fact, the Voice has learned, Poseidon is currently negotiating franchise
agreements with Mesa Consolidated
Water and the city of Huntington
Beach. Former Costa Mesa mayor Peter Buffa is Poseidon’s negotiator and
is briefing city council members on a
proposed plan to replace a water line
in return for permission to use the
new one for transporting its water.
H.B City Administrator Paul
Emery told the Voice that the city is
negotiating with Poseidon but that
any proposal for the City Council’s
consideration was “not eminent.”
Multiple attempts by the Voice to
get a response from Poseidon were
no more successful than the Coastal
Commission’s efforts.
In an e-mail address to other
Poseidon CEOs and obtained by the
Voice, Senior Vice President Nikolay Voutchkov, wrote, in response to
written questions from the Voice: “Let
me know if you need any support in
responding on these questions. We
have already addressed them in our
last response to the CCC. This guy
has an outdated info.”
But in an e-mail that followed,
Chief Executive Officer, Andrew
Kingman, replied: “no reply necessary, John Earl is not a friend and
we won’t get anywhere with him.”
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Peak Election Politics
Mayor’s oily investments grease the press

Continued from Page 1
us to defend those labels.”
It’s simply about creating a financially secure
retirement for her and her husband, Cook has
said.
“I don’t have any other way to invest my
money so that I can have a retirement,” she argues. “There’s no way. Probably the least risk is
energy investment. If someone can figure out a
way to invest money profitably [and ethically]”
she would like to know.
Cooks Record
Despite her conflicting investments, Cook’s
environmental record is impressive. She played
a leading role in passing Measure C, which protects the city’s parks from arbitrary development,
and successfully sued the Coastal Commission to
stop development in the Bolsa Chica Wetlands.
She is also widely respected as a knowledgeable and passionate advocate for energy conservation as a response to “peak oil” and serves as
chairperson of the Environment Committee for
the Southern California Association of Governments.
One of her greatest accomplishments was a
resolution passed by the city council that signs
Huntington Beach on to the U.S. Mayor’s
Agreement on Global Warming.
On a personal level, Cook often rides her
electric bike or uses public transportation to get
around. Her yard grows native plants instead of
a water guzzling lawn. She is a vegetarian. She
lives in a luxurious Sea Cliff home, but pays
$0.00 in electric bills because of a state of state
of the art solar panels installed on the roof.
Conflict of Interest?
Cook’s investments have not been related to
her local city council votes, but as a congressperson she would certainly be voting on important
oil related issues with national and worldwide
implications.
In February, the Democratically controlled
House approved legislation to end tax breaks for
oil companies and use the saved revenue to develop renewable energy sources and encourage
conservation.
The bill is far from becoming law, but Democrat Edward Markey, chairman of the Committee on Energy Independence and Global Warming, challenged the oil industry to give up $18
billion in tax breaks and pledge 10 percent of all
profits toward renewable energy.
Executives of ExxonMobil, Shell, BP and
Conoco Phillips declined the offer.
Cook said that the “rational for providing
subsidies to oil companies no longer exists” and
that “The private sector and the national labs
need to be able to count on a continuing commitment to funding no matter which party is in
power.”

WWW.YESTERDAYLA.COM

BIG OIL: This photo was taken in the first half of 20th century
when H.B. was an oil town. It still is, but without so many wells and
with a lot more automobiles.
Conflict of interest won’t be a problem if she
is elected to Congress, Cook promises, claiming
that she is no more conflicted than government
employees, including teachers, who “are heavily
invested in the energy sector.”
“Had I known I would be running for office,” she reflected, “I would have placed all of
our holdings in a blind trust. If I am fortunate
enough to be elected, I will do just that.”
Defending Corporations
Although some of Cook’s strongest supporters were angered when they read about her oil
investments, she has been consistent over the
years. Despite her past clashes with local developers, Cook is no Ralph Nader; like the anticorporate populist, she also advocates individual
responsibility, but unlike him she has carefully
avoided criticizing the corporate power structure, especially “big oil.”
In a Voice interview in March, Cook acknowledged that the Iraq war, which she opposed,

was about oil, but said she doesn’t blame corporations because “…we have only ourselves to
blame,” referring to Americans’ insatiable desire
for oil.
“Industry isn’t irresponsible, people are,”
she says.
Oil companies are scapegoats for the gas
guzzling public and are living up to their obligation to look for energy alternatives, Cook
told the Register.
That claim might hold true with Chevron,
which claims to invest over $300 million yearly
in developing alternative energy sources, especially geothermal; believing that by 2050 oil
may not be its main source of income.
But ExxonMobil makes no such pretense,
preferring a more tried and true road to profitability over investment in alternative or renewable energy technologies that, like Cook, it
considers less economically viable.
Greenwashing & Oil Crimes

Turn your spring cleaning into cash!
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Other big oil companies have been accused
of “greenwashing,” the practice of putting up a
false pro-environment front for the public in order to boost sales and profits for their brand.
Shell, for example, promotes its green credentials through its “Profits or Principles” marketing
campaign, but spends only between 0.6 and 1.1
percent of its annual investments on renewable
energy, according to environmental and corporate watchdog groups.
BP, the world’s second largest oil producer,
renamed from “British Petroleum” to “Beyond
Oil” as part of a public relations campaign to
remake its image as a leader in green energy,
bought Solarex, a large solar energy corporation, for $45 million, but spent over $2 billion
exploring for oil in Alaska in 2006.
Accusations of corporate crime, gross damage to natural resources and human rights
violations in other countries also impugn the
reputations of some of the oil companies Cook
has investments in, including ExxonMobil,
Chevron and BP.
ExxonMobil, for instance, still hasn’t paid
the $2.5 billion it owes to 33,000 fishermen
and other business owners whose careers were
ruined by the massive oil spill that occurred
when a company tanker crashed off the coast
of Valdez, Alaska in 1989.
Until recently, the company provided millions of dollars to fund the Global Climate Coalition and similar groups that debunk global
warming.
And, according to human rights groups, ExxonMobil provided funding to the Indonesian
military which engaged in massive human rights
violations against protesters, including torture,
rape and murder.
Similar allegations have been made against
Chevron in Nigeria, a country with a wealth
of oil resources, but whose people live in abject
poverty and are allegedly denied jobs by the company that is exploiting their natural resources. A
lawsuit charges Chevron with collaborating with
the Nigerian military to kill local activists and
burn their village in retaliation for protests.
Media Hypocrites
Cook’s response: Other industries commit
environmental and social crimes too.
“What about all the ‘silent’ killers in the paper
industry, agribusiness industry, meat production
industry,” she asked.
“One of the MOST polluting industries in the
world is the PRINTING industry,” Cook claims,
implying that the media is overlooking its own
complicity in abusing natural resources for personal profit. “Oh well, I guess even YOU have to
compromise your principles,” she concluded.
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Ungodly
Trust
Continued from Page 1
motto for the seal, “Rebellion to Tyrants is
Obedience to God,” was rejected for “e pluribus unum,” Latin for “One from many parts,”
referring to the melding of the colonies into a
single nation.
From that point on, any attempt to use God
as a national motto had clear religious and political motivations. In 1864, In God We Trust
appeared on coins intended to show that God
was on the Union’s side in the Civil War.
In 1956 during the Cold War between
“Atheistic Communism” and “Christian Capitalism,” President Eisenhower signed a bill that
officially adopted the words “In God We Trust”
as the national motto. The action was part of
a nationwide movement, previously featuring
the political witch hunts of Sen. Joseph McCarthy, to stifle leftists and liberals by labeling
them as subversives.
But fellow Republicans and Rohrabacher
allies Cathy Green and Joe Carchio, who put
the motto proposal on the city council agenda
at Sullivan’s behest, claim child-like ignorance
of McCarthyism—“I was too little,” Green
told the Voice—or of how the word God could
possibly have anything to do with religion, or
be used as a political ploy to damage Cook’s
campaign.
“I don’t know why all the sudden this has
become political,” Green told her council colleagues, “When invocation was removed, I
didn’t attribute it to politics. When I brought
it back (during her term as mayor), I didn’t attribute it to politics.”
Carchio, who is a Catholic but “not a real
religious person,” told the Voice that, “It has
nothing to do with religion.” As for using
religion to hurt Cook’s campaign, “I never
thought of it that way,” he said.
Patriotic Memories
“It’s all about remembering,” Carchio said,
awkwardly reading a prepared speech from the
city council dais. “We have stop signs, street
signs, speed signs. What does that remind us
of?...It reminds me of the freedoms we have as
Americans.”
For Councilmember Jill Hardy disagreed. “I
don’t think of America when I hear the words
In God We Trust... If we want to be patriotic,
why don’t we post ‘Proud to be American’ in
our council chambers?”
The motto is either religious and not suited
See GOD, Page 12
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Continued from Page 2
nesses to the failure of our “leader” thugs to
protect our soldiers from egregious, wanton,
and strutting war making. In cold silence, many
a mother can be seen escorting their grandson
or granddaughter to visit their father’s grave.
The children somberly walk around the graveside of their father trying to remember when
he was alive and the fun they had. In their moment of transcendent visitation, no one can
look at the children without great despair and
aching love. No one can ever speak to them of
the horror and lost hopes foisted on them in
this criminally conceived war.
Dean Livingston
Huntington Beach, CA

Best buy in town

What a great newspaper your Orange Coast
Voice is. Your in depth articles about matters
that concern us as Citizens of Huntington
Beach is really remarkable. “Wounded Bolsa”
was a super article about this tragic trampling
of Native Americans’ right and history by the
developer.
The callous disregard of City council member Don Hansen who last August wanted the
limit for City council donations be raised from
$300 to $500 and have it be retroactive”. His
argument was “It’s hard to come back when
you are hamstrung with a $300 limit and the
other side can spend hundreds of thousands
dollars unrestrained”. Who is the other side
that raises that kind of money on HB City elections. Did he identify the culprits?
Good luck and I hope you can spread the
word and get a bigger circulation. Your paper
is the best buy in town.
Eileen Murphy
Huntington Beach, CA
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Surfing for Freedom
H.B. shop owner spreads good from here to Japan

By SARA ELLIS
OC Voice Staff Writer

O

ne step into Masahiko Kito’s warehouse
in Huntington Beach at Newland and
Hamilton streets and you’ll feel like
you’re back in Tokyo. Not that there’s anything
particularly Japanese about a storage facility
piled to the ceiling with surfboards and sundry
Americana, but Kito’s eye for detail recalls the
many Tokyo boutiques that house Fire King
coffee mugs with the same care Americans
place on stodgy Victorian furniture.
Step inside, and you’ll find a collection of
everything from 1950s radios, to furugi (second hand clothing), and newspapers touting
the end of World War II. Most of it, however, composes a trove that would set both surf
aficionados and local historians to drooling.
Photos, shot by Kito, of the dramatic 1989
Christmas Day rescue of surfboard legend,
Titus Kinimaka, of Kito and three-time world
champion, Tom Curren and other surfing notables were just the top of the pile.
Kito’s passion doesn’t end at the celebrities,
or even the people involved in the sport. He is
a collector of the industry itself and Huntington Beach history in general. “I have super-8
footage of gas selling for 49 cents a gallon in
Huntington Beach,” he says, “and a tour of the
O’Neill Wetsuit factory from in the 1960s. The
people in it have long hair. They’re smoking.
The city will want it.”
Kito first caught the surfing bug in the late
1960s, when American G.I.s, set free from Yokosuka base, started surfing at the now legendary Shonan beach. At that time, however, the
beach and its waves were simply that. Japan,
still recovering from the war, had little time for
amusements, particularly one so often accused
of being a refuge of slackers. “We had no idea
what they were doing,” Kito recalls, “But if
you made friends with (the soldiers), they’d let
you try their boards. Only for ten minutes or
so, but it was a start.”
After that brief exposure, Kito was hooked,
and soon, as there were no boards for sale in
Japan, the 18-year-old set to repairing one,
which had been abandoned with a broken
nose. “I peeled everything off and replaced it
all,” he says. “We were the first generation (of
Japanese) to build our own surfboards. There
was no one to teach me, so I messed up a lot.
Now though, I can even make my own wetsuits.”
With adulthood closing in, Kito sought to
avoid entering the grind of the salaryman life,
which had fettered so many of his generation.
After bouncing around a few companies, Kito
decided to see more of the world, making his
first trip to the United States. “America was everything for my generation,” he says, “Lassie,
Leave it to Beaver.” Yet the reality of the place
was shockingly different. “There were guns

PHOTO BY SARA ELLIS

MASAHIKO KITO: Step inside his shop, and you’ll find a collection
of everything from 1950s radios, to furugi (second hand clothing),
and newspapers touting the end of World War II.
in people’s glove boxes. I was sort of tripped
out,” he laughs.
Despite the rough spots, however, the 24four year-old Kito decided to open his own
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surf-themed coffee shop in Kamata, an area of
Tokyo. The Surf, still in operation, opened in
1971, and is credited for sparking the subsequent surfing/skateboarding boom in Japan.
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Kito traveled back and forth between the
U.S. and Japan to pick up more boards and
materials for his shop, but U.S. immigration
began to get suspicious. “They’d ask me things
like, do you have a girlfriend here? It got harder and harder, so I had to change my (flight)
routes.”
There was also the matter of California, a
place that had maintained its pull on the young
surfer since that first trip to San Francisco. Entrusting the run of his store to two employees,
Kito applied successfully for a business license
in 1980, and began permanent residence in
Huntington Beach, continuing what his family, and many in Japanese society, considered an
eccentric pursuit.
Kito was born into a family of educators.
His mother was the principal of an elementary
school, a responsibility he thanks for imbuing
him with self-determination. “I was a little jealous of all of the other kids she took care of,” he
says, “but I became independent faster.” His
brothers followed in their parents’ footsteps,
the eldest taking over his mother’s position,
while Kito’s younger sibling went on to become a chemistry teacher at another school.
Kito does not regret the decision to break
with tradition, however. Two years ago, he
lost his elder brother to lung cancer, while the
younger, suffering from the same disease, has
been forced to retire. He attributes the misfortune to the stress of Japan’s all or nothing
economy. “Sometimes I go back to Japan,” he
says, “I see old friends. They have the Lexus.
They have the money. But I’m happier.”
As he gets older, Kito says, his philosophy
has boiled down to a simple separation of the
good and the bad. If you only do good, he believes, good things will come to you. “Now, I
won’t go as far as to steal a magazine from a
dentist office. I think it’s paid off. I once lost
my keys for three days and found them lying
right out in the street.”
For Kito, life’s pay-off comes from riding
the waves, not collecting at the bank, he says.
“A surfer’s value is not money, but freedom. We
have to surf. We have less income, but it’s what
you did in life, not what you get.”
Guided by that adage, Kito lovingly accepts
the irony as his oldest son, born and raised in
the United States, and drawn by the anime
boom, talks about relocating to Japan. Two of
his four children are accomplished skateboarders. He’s very proud of the all of them as they
each seek their own kind of freedom. “They’re
American kids,” he says. “Minna (all) unique.”

www.ocvoice.wordpress.com
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RESTAURANT REVIEW

Native Foods
Vegan cuisine even carnivores will enjoy

By DAVID L. M. PRESTON
OC Voice Staff Writer

T

ucked away off of Bristol Street,
in The CAMP shopping area, is a
restaurant that not only lives up to
solid progressive-eco-conscious values
but does it decidedly deliciously. There
is, admittedly, among us omnivores, the
misconception that vegetarian, much
less vegan, food is somehow lacking in
flavor, variety or just simply gastronomic
sustenance. This is, of course, ridiculous,
and are just cultural stereotypes and
even those of us that know better have
to be reminded of the error of our
ways. Native Foods: Californian Vegan,
of Costa Mesa, doesn’t just remind it
excites and encourages. It’s animalfriendly, ecologically-friendly, familyfamily-friend, and, what should be my
focus here, taste-bud-friendly.
The Native Foods is the brainchild
of “Chef Executive Officer” Tanya
Petrovna, who opened the first NF
restaurant in Palm Springs some 10
years ago or so with the vow, I quote
from their history section on their fun
website, “…delicious, healthy, fun food
that honors the environment and harms
not a single animal in the making.”
Since the initial success Petrovna has
opened new restaurants in Palm Desert;
Aliso Viejo; Westwood Village, Los
Angeles; and, of course, Costa Mesa
(our local one has been open for about
5 years). There are plans for additional
venues, nationwide, in the future.
At The CAMP, Native Foods
is in a beautiful round, windowresplendent building which gives it a
more egalitarian feeling than the little
booth-boxes some restaurants have. The
waitstaff was extremely accommodating
and friendly (I asked for my Guru Chai
to be heated, though it is usually iced,
and it was no problem).
I gained a fondness, if not even a
craving, for good tempeh (a fermented
soybean curd, which is formed into
blocks, cut and often friend) when I
studied abroad in Indonesia years ago,
and have had the toughest time finding
fine tempeh since. So the Bali Surf
Burger ($7.65), which was made up of
a sautéed and grilled homemade tempeh
with carrots, greens, red onions and
vegan mayonnaise, jumped out at me as
a great option. It was also served with a
side NF’s Thai slaw. I also ordered the
cleverly named Save the Chicken Wings
($6.95) as an appetizer.
The “wings” were soy-based “meat”
of a texture and flavor that far outshines any fast-food nugget of overly
processed animal flesh. Heck, with the
ranch-flavored dipping sauce—and if
they aren’t shared—these wings are a
meal alone. Savory and rich, and not
overly heavy with the fried coating.
This chicken substitute is also found,
variantly prepared, in other dishes on
the menu including: Chinese “Save
the Chicken” salad ($8.95), the Spicy
Patty Burger ($8.50), the Rockin’
Moroccan Bowl ($9.50) which sounded

particularly appealing with the “chicken”
nuggets being marinated in ginger
marinade and garnished with almonds
and currants.
The Bali burger was excellent, and
the tempeh was a slightly different
take on the East Javanese style I was
accustomed in my travels, but no
less wonderful for all of that. I also
spotted the Indonesian Tempeh Chips
($6.95) on the menu, even served
with the culturally accurate kecap
(“Ketchap”, which, though it sounds
like our tomato-based dip, is actually
a dark sweet thick soy-sauce that the
Indonesians relish), but I was already
stuffed and was unable to investigate
on this outing. The pizzas ($12.95 to
$14.95, on organic wheat crusts) and
the Portobello & Sausage ($9.50, made
with seitan sausage and a sweet garlic
clove garnish) burger were particularly
interesting.
The multi-cultural aspect of the food
(my meal itself, included nods towards
Indonesian, Thailand, and the India)
is one of the most enjoyable and fun
things about perusing the menu. Greek,
Middle Eastern, Chinese, Mexican and
even good ole Philly “cheese” steak
recipes are used as inspirations.
There are salads, pizzas, soups,
sandwiches, kid’s meals and a wide and
varied fare available at Native Foods
(again, all, amazingly, eco-friendly and
vegan, with no animal products in the
food) and the place itself is a great one
to just sit down, chat and hang-out at—
at least for a fellow like me. That their
core values include, “A commitment
to promoting greater human health,
compassion to all living beings and
environmental preservation with the
utmost integrity,” is just that much more
power to them. Very possibly a forefront
in an inevitable future trend of further
sustainability and ecological awareness
in our food supply. Might as well have
fun doing it.
So whether vegan, vegetarian, or a
commonplace omnivore, Native Foods
has something enjoyable. Healthy and
guilt-free, I promise.

FOOD GUIDE
Anjin
Anjin’s Japanese BBQ may be pricey,
but it’s well worth the investment. A
grill-it-yourself place that offers prime
cuts of beef. Order the marbled rib
eye, short rib or tenderloin. The service
is very attentive. Teriyaki and sesame
ginger sauces are available. Expect to
pay around $20 per person. (ML)
3033 Bristol St., Costa Mesa
(714) 979-6700

Dorias Haus of Pizza
Family-style Italian restaurant, with
the German name. A Costa Mesa institution, their pizza pie is has a thick
crust, and crisp yet hearty, generous
and fresh toppings. Pasta dinners
ranging from lasagna to ravioli, and
sandwiches also. Friendly, and locally
owned. (DP)
1500 Adams Ave, Costa Mesa
(714) 751-8777

Beachberries
The real thing: Frozen yogurt that
tastes like yogurt. The best toppings are
available: fresh berries, mango, pineapple, coconut. Take home containers
for $4.95. Beachberries is a local takeoff on the wildly successful Pinkberries
Frozen Yogurt in West Hollywood.
Beachberries is located on PCH in the
Pierside Pavilion. (JS)
300 Pacific Coast Highway #107-B,
Huntington Beach
(714) 960-7988

El Chinaco
Skip the two-bit fast food chain and
hop on down to El Chinaco on 19th
Street in Costa Mesa, and for the same
cost relish fresh Mexican and El Salvadoran food, from tacos and tamales
to pupusas stuffed with the meat and
vegetables of your choice. (JE)
560 W 19th St #D, Costa Mesa
(949) 722-8632

Bodhi Tree Vegetarian Cafe
All food at this Vietnamese/Chinese
style vegetarian café is made without
any animal products. Enjoy a huge
assortment of creative seafood, meat
and poultry dishes, sandwiches, soups
and delicious appetizers made from
soy bean, bean curd and assorted
vegetables, and don’t forget the best
fresh fruit smoothies ever. (JE)
501 Main St., Huntington Beach
(714) 969-9500
Coach’s Mediterranean Grill
This Mediterranean restaurant is a
jewel in downtown HB. Probably one
of the top five Mediterranean restaurants in Orange County, this restaurant is a must-try for Mediterranean
first-timers. You’ll find big portions,
great taste and friendly service. Try a
Gyro Bowl, the Dinner for Two, or a
Kebab plate. The ambience is laidback and cozy. (ML)
200 Main St., #105, Huntington
Beach
(714) 969-2233
De Simone Bakery and
Delicatessen
Great sandwiches. Definitely try the
Cuban, Meatball, Pastrami and Italian. The bread and other ingredients
are all fresh. The macaroni salad is
incredible and the service is great.
Most sandwiches come in 4-, 8- and
16-inch sizes. The 8-inch versions are
$5. Big bang for your buck. (ML)
6850 Edinger Ave., Huntington Beach
(714) 847-0922

Frank’s Philadelphia
Sandwiches
Frank’s hoagies here are piled high
with steak, cheese, mushrooms, peppers, onions, pizza sauce, you name
it. An 8-inch goes for $6, a 10-inch
goes for $7.50 and the foot-long is
$9. Try the Works, a regular cheese
steak with peppers and mushrooms.
Awesome. (ML)
2244 Fairview Road, Costa Mesa
(949) 722-8725
Gallagher’s Pub
Irish fare with a Californian flair. Grab
a pint of Guinness and order up the
excellent fish’n’chips, a thicker piece
of Icelandic cod is a rare find. A hip
spot on the coast to raise a bit of Irish
and snack on an olde country victual
or two. DP)
300 Pacific Coast Highway #113,
Downtown Huntington Beach. Located on Walnut between Main & 3rd
(714) 536-2422
Hashigo Korean Kitchen
A classier nouveau fusion approach to
Korean cuisine, featuring the standard
Kimchi pickled cabbage, Bi Bim Bap,
tofu stews and amazingly tender barbequed meat of choice. Remember
the fried banana desert with red-bean
ice cream! (DP)
3033 Bristol St., Suite M, Costa Mesa
(714) 557-4911
Kura Sushi
Sushi as fresh as can be. Prices vary
by plate color, with five different
colors, priced from $1.25-$3.25.
There are entrees such as chicken
teriyaki also offered. The candy

tuna roll, salmon skin hand roll and
crunchy rolls are good. Definitely
sit close to where the belt is
loaded. (ML)
212 E. 17th St., Costa Mesa
(949) 631-3200
La Fiesta Grill
Rich, hearty and delicious home style
Mexican food has been served here
for almost 20 years. The Fiesta Grill is
not at all Southwestern U.S. “TexMex”
style, but grows more directly from
Mexico proper. Favorites include the
fabulous chicken chimichanga, the
delux chile relllano and the absolutely
delicious tortas, sopes and fried fish
tacos recently added to the menu.
Good horchatta too! The whole menu
is great and reasonably priced. Best to
go during non peek eating hours because the line goes out the door. Eat
in or take out. (JE & DP).
418 17th St., Huntington Beach. (714)
969-7689.
Pupuseria y Restaurant
San Sivar
Sustenance with a true Salvadoran
touch. Authentic Central American
food that brings in the expats from
way down south. Soft cream-sauce
baked chicken, a tamarind drink to
write home about, and fried yucca
root and bananas in addition to the
ubiquitous pupusas. (DP)
1940 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa
(949) 650-2952
Sugar Shack
This HB hotspot has been around for
more than 30 years. Specializing in
breakfast and home cooked classics
like meatloaf and turkey dinners. The
hash browns are excellent; and the
Wednesday Turkey Dinner special is
worth the trip. The friendly service and
great food is complimented by reasonable prices. (ML)
213 Main St., Huntington Beach
(714) 536-0355
Thai Wave Restaurant
Sample the Thai taste with the Thai
Wave Combination platter: egg rolls,
ribs, wontons and “naked” shrimp.
Tom Yum soups and coconut-milk
soaked curries also tease the senses
at this local haunt for Southeast
Asian tastes. Remember the Pad Thai
and expect to feel that the tip is well
deserved.(DP)
522 Main St, Huntington Beach
(714) 960-0219, (714) 960-0349.

A
Tasty
Adventure

“

”

Native Foods:
California Vegan
@ The CAMP
2937 Bristol St.
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

(714)

r e s t a u r a n t& b a r

751-2151

http://www.nativefoods.com/
http://www.thecampsite.com/
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MAY CALENDAR
ART
The ARTery. The LAB, 2930 Bristol St.,
Costa Mesa. Call 714-966-6660 for
program; www.sobeca.net
15 Minutes of Fame: Artists, poets,
musicians, dancers and the like will
have 15 minutes on stage to do
their thing in the living room every
first Wednesday of the month. To
sign up, email info@thelab.com.
www.sobeca.net
Fine Arts Gallery. Golden West
College,15744
Golden
West
St., Huntington Beach. Call for
current program. 714-895-8358
or 714-892-7711, ext. 51032;
www.gwcfineartsgallery.com
The Huntington Beach Art Center.
Obsessive Compulsive. Gallery hours
Wed. – Sat. 12 p.m. – 6 p.m. Sun. 12
p.m. – 4 p.m. Closed Mon. and Tues.
538 Main St., Huntington Beach. Call
for current program. 714-374-1650.
http://hbarts.tripod.com/calendar/
mar_cal.htm
Windows Gallery. A broad spectrum
of artistic vision is represented in
the works of both amateur and
professional artists at this gallery
on the Huntington Beach Central
Library’s first floor. Open during
library hours. 7111 Talbert Ave.,
Huntington Beach. 714-842-4481;
www.hbpl.org

CLUBS
Beachfront 301. Sports in HD all
week long and DJ-spun music Fri.
and Sat., 9 p.m. 301 Main St.,
Huntington Beach. 714-374-3399;
www.Beachfront301.com
Blue Café. Sun.: Mike Malone and
the Soul Collectors, 2-6 p.m. each
Sun. 17208 Pacific Coast Hwy.,
Huntington Beach. 562-592-1302;
www.thebluecafe.com
Chat Noir. This restaurant’s Moulin Rouge
bar offers live jazz in an elegant
setting. Tues.: 6 p.m.; Wed.: 7 p.m.;
Thurs.-Sat.: 8 p.m. 655 Anton Blvd.,
Costa Mesa. 714-557-6647.
Chronic Cantina. Thurs.: Girls Night
Out, with DJs spinning music gals
love, 9 p.m. Free champagne and
appetizers for ladies from 8-10 p.m.
1870 Harbor Blvd., Costa Mesa. 949646-0227; www.chroniccantina.com
Club Vegas. Live DJs spin the following:
Super Estrella Thursdays: Spanish
Rock, Latin House, Reggaeton,
English Pop, 9 p.m. Fri; House/Hip
Hop/Trance, 9 p.m. Sat; 80s/Hip
Hop/Rock, 9 p.m., with stage shows
following at 11 p.m. 1901 Newport
Blvd., Costa Mesa. 949-548-9500;
www.clubvegas.us
Detroit Bar. Resident Live Music Mondays:
Support live music every Mon. No
cover. Fri: Dance Music, 9 p.m. Cost:
$10. 843 W. 19th St., Costa Mesa.
949-642-0600; www.detroitbar.com
Huntington Beach Beer Co. Brewskies
and sports events in HD all week
long, plus DJ-spun dance music
Thurs.-Sun., 9:30 p.m. 201 Main St.,
Huntington Beach. 714-960-5343;
www.hbbeerco.com
Hogue Barmichaels. This longstanding
music venue features an all-ages
show the first show every Sat.
night. 3950 Campus Dr., Newport
Beach.
949-261-6270;
www.
hoguebarmichaels.com
Johnny’s Saloon. Mon: Industry Night, 9
p.m. White Trash Wednesdays, 9 p.m.
Rock & Roll every Thurs. 9 p.m. 17428
Beach Blvd., Huntington Beach. 714848-0676.
Kitsch Bar. Sun.: DJ group YourMom, 9
p.m. Mon.: Christopher Hall, Scott
Weaver, 9 p.m. Tues.: DJs Eyad and
Tim Single Speed, 9 p.m. Wed.:
DJ Josh, 9 p.m. Thurs. and Fri.: DJ
aDJective, 9 p.m. Sat.: DJs Edwin and
John, 9 p.m. No cover. 891 Baker St.,
Costa Mesa. 714-546-8580; www.
kitschbar.com
La Cave. Jazz joint in romantic underground
setting. Live entertainment Mon.-Sat.;
performance times vary. 1695 Irvine
Ave., Costa Mesa. 949-646-7944;
www.lacaverestaurant.com
Lion’s Den. This club includes the gayfriendly Butterfly Lounge, featuring
karaoke on Wed. and DJ-spun
dance tunes on Sat., both at 9 p.m.
719 W. 19th St., Costa Mesa. 949645-3830 or 949-642-2243; www.
butterflylounge.com
Martini Blues Supper Club. Three
rooms of music ranging from acoustic
to blues to rock offer something for
everyone 21+. 5874 Edinger Ave.,
Huntington Beach. 714-840-2129;

PREVIEW

www.martiniblues.com
Memphis Soul Café. Wed.: Definitely
Maybe, with DJs mixing Indie British
pop, 10 p.m. Thurs: Souled Out, with
DJs mixing soul, 10 p.m. 2920 Bristol
St., Costa Mesa. 714-432-7685.
Perqs Nite Club. Relax at the oldest
downtown bar in Surf City. Thurs.:
Open Jam Nights, 8:30 p.m. Fri. and
Sat.: Live rock and blues, 9 p.m.-2
a.m. 117 Main St., Huntington Beach.
714-960-9996; www.perqs.com.

NATURE
Amigos de Bolsa Chica Tours. Walking
tours are stationed on the footbridge
and cover 5 areas of interest: history,
birds, endangered species, ecology,
and restoration. Cost: free. Meet
at the south lot of the Bolsa Chica
Ecological Reserve in Huntington
Beach, across the street from the main
entrance to Bolsa Chica State Beach.
Also available: The Mesa Hiking
Tour and the Footbridge/Loop Trail
Tour; contact Amigos de Bolsa Chica
for schedule info. 714-840-1575;
www.amigosdebolsachica.org

Pete Mallory’s Sunset Grille. Colorful
restaurant with live rock and blues
for Sun. brunch as well as on Fri.
and Sat. nights. Hyatt Regency Resort
& Spa, 21500 Pacific Coast Hwy.,
Huntington Beach. 714-845-4775;
Huntington Beach.
Pierce Street Annex. Known for its
singles scene and fair drink prices,
this popular bar offers music and
dancing nightly. 330 E. 17th St.,
Costa
Mesa.
949-646-8500;
www.piercestreetonline.com
Shark Club. Two dance floors blasted
with liquid nitrogen offer double
the fun. Thurs.: Friction, a gayfriendly dance night, 9 p.m. Fri.:
Limelight, with DJs Johnny O,
Chuey, and Alpha, 8 p.m. Sat.: The
Scene, with DJs, live bands, fashion
shows, and other events. 841 Baker
St., Costa Mesa. 714-751-6428 or
714-751-4405; www.sharkclub.com
Surf City Saloon. Free pool every day.
Live rock shows Fri. and Sat., 8 p.m.
Cost: $5 cover. 18528 Beach Blvd.,
Huntington Beach. 714-963-7744.
Tumbleweeds Bar & Grill. Live rock
and blues nightly after 8 p.m. Food
served until midnight for those latenight munchies. 21094 Beach Blvd.,
Huntington Beach. 714-960-2776;
www.tumbleweedshb.com

DANCE
Monthly Ballroom Dance. Adults of all
ages are invited to cut a rug the 2nd
Fri. of each month at a dance thrown
by the Huntington Beach Council
on Aging. The event welcomes both
singles and couples and features live
music, snacks, and beverages. From
7:30-10:30 p.m. Cost: $5. Rodgers
Seniors’ Center, 1706 Orange Ave.,
Huntington Beach. 714-536-9387.

FARMER’S MARKET/SWAP MEET
Farmer’s Market. Help stop global
warming by supporting markets
that sell food grown locally. Weekly
market sponsored by the Orange
County Farm Bureau. Every Thurs., 9
a.m.-1 p.m., at Lot A at the Orange
County Fair & Exposition Center, 88
Fair Dr., Costa Mesa. 714-573-0374;
orange.cfbf.com or www.ocfair.com
Farmer’s Market and Art-A-Faire.
You’ll find fresh flowers, fruits and
vegetables grown right here under
the Golden State sun at this weekly
open-air market. The accompanying
art and craft fair features over 50
vendors selling one-of-a-kind items,
from handcrafted jewelry to rugs
shaped like surfboards. Every Fri.,
noon-7 p.m. (except during special
events such as the U.S. Open of
Surfing and Beach Games), at Pier
Plaza next to the Huntington Beach
Pier. 714-573-0374; orange.cfbf.com
or www.hbartafaire.com
Golden West College Swap Meet.
New and used items abound.
Although the collectibles may be
antique, the produce and flowers
are always fresh. Every Sat. and
Sun., 8 a.m.-3 p.m. Cost: free
admission. Golden West College
parking lot, 15744 Golden West St.,
Huntington Beach. 714-898-7927;
www.goldenwestswapmeet.com
Old World Village Antique Faire.
Shop for vintage treasures along
the cobblestone streets of Old World
Village the third Sat. of each month.
7561 Center Avenue, Huntington
Beach. 714-893-1518.
Orange County Marketplace. Full of
unique items and great bargains, this
swap meet is held every Sat. and Sun.,
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Cost: $2 admission;
kids under 12 free. Orange County
Fair & Exposition Center, 88 Fair
Dr., Costa Mesa. 949-723-6616;
www.ocmarketplace.com
Phil’s Flea Market. Monthly outdoor
antiques market held the third
Sat. of each month 7 a.m.-3 p.m.,
in the Gothard St. parking lot at
Ocean View High School. A portion
of the proceeds goes towards the
high school’s sports programs.
Cost:
free
admission.
17071
Gothard St. (at Warner Ave.),
Huntington
Beach.
714893-1518.
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and the KIDS’ MUSIC ARMY. Hear
music by Beethoven, Brahms, Nelson
and the Rolling Stones. Huntington
Beach Central Library (Talbert and
Goldenwest). $10 general admission,
$5 children & indigent. Info: 714235-VERN or www.vernnelson.com

WW II: THE CIVILIAN STORY
Barbara Armstrong Phillips was just 14 when the
United States entered the Second World War, so
she was old enough to be aware—from her family’s
orange ranch in Tustin—of how the war affected
Orange County. This will be the topic of her talk at
the Costa Mesa Historical Society. Mrs. Phillips has
a long association with the area. She was born in
Santa Ana and until she was 4-years-old lived on a
lima bean ranch in Greenville, just north of present
day Costa Mesa. The ranch was first owned by her
grandparents who came to the area in 1871 from
Virginia. She and her husband Mel live on a portion
of what was the family orange ranch in Tustin.
There will also be special exhibits on the effect of
WW II, and our local military bases, on the civilian
community.
Sunday, May 18, 2008: Open House & Exhibits, 12
noon – 4 p.m; Speaker, 2 p.m. Refreshments. 1879
Anaheim St., Costa Mesa. (Entrance off the parking
lot behind the Park Avenue Fire Station). For more
information, please call (949) 631-5918 or see
www.costamesahistory.org.

Surf City Nights Downtown Street Fair.
Main Street is blocked off from cars
for this weekly event that features
a farmer’s market, food booths,
sidewalk sales, kids’ activities, and
live entertainment. The nearby Main
Promenade parking garage offers 2
hours of free parking for this event.
Every Tues. from 5-9 p.m. on Main
St. between Pacific Coast Hwy. and
Orange Ave.,Huntington Beach.
714-536-5542; www.surfcity-hb.org/
announcements/surfcity_nights_
information.cfm

HEALTH

more info, call 714-374-1988 or see
www.TheTreeOfLifeCenter.com.

Diego Sepulveda Adobe Estancia. A
tiny portion remains of the original
adobe that missionaries built circa
1820 as a way-station for herdtending vaqueros. Later the home of
Don Diego Sepulveda, this California
historical landmark is maintained
by the Costa Mesa Historical
Society. Open on the first and third
Sat. of each month, noon-4 p.m.,
or by appointment, 1900 Adams
Ave., Costa Mesa. 949-631-5918;
www.costamesahistory.org

Breaking the Silence: A Spoken Word
Series. Don’t just write poetry – read
it. Share poems, essays, short fiction,
etc., the third Thurs. of each month,
6-8 p.m. Also: 15 Minutes of Fame,
where poets, dancers, musicians and
artists have a quarter of an hour
on stage to unleash their creative
genius. Starts at 7 p.m. the first Wed.
of each month. The Living Room, the
LAB, 2930 Bristol St., Costa Mesa.
714-966-6660; www.sobeca.net

More Depression & Bipolar Support.
Family support Group. Meets monthly
first Saturday of the month 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. (Families only). Huntington
Beach Medical Center Hospital,
1772 Beach Blvd., Huntington
Beach (between Slater and Talbert).
Basement
cafeteria
Conference
Room.

Newland House Museum. Maintained
by the Huntington Beach Historical
Society, this charming landmark,
built in 1898, is the oldest surviving
residence in the city of Huntington
Beach. Open Sat. and Sun. (except
on holidays and rainy days), noon4 p.m. Cost: $2 for adults, $1 for
kids. 19820 Beach Blvd., Huntington
Beach. 714-962-5777; www.hbnews.
us/nwhouse.html

Saturday Sunrise Car Cruisers. Join
“The Donut Derelicts” and check
out hot rods, woodies, imports, and
various restored vehicles. Every Sat.
from 6-8:30 a.m. Cost: free. Adams
and Magnolia Aves., Huntington
Beach. Parking available in the Ace,
Adams Avenue Donut Shop, and
Drug Emporium parking lots. www.
donutderelicts.com
Weekly Meditation. Every Monday night
at 7 p.m. Transform your life. Cost:
free, but donations accepted. Tree of
Life Wellness Center, 714 E. Adams
Ave., #205, Huntington Beach. For

Shipley Nature Center. Situated within
Huntington Central Park, this 18acre natural area is a sanctuary
for local wildlife and a haven for
nature-friendly humans. Open to
the public. For more info call: (714)
842-4772. Location: 17829 Golden
West Street. The center is open
Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-1 p.m. 17829
Golden West St., Huntington Beach.
714-842-4772 or 714-960-8895;
www.shipleynature.org

POETRY

International
Surfing
Museum.
Immerse yourself in the music,
movies, boards, and memorabilia of
an endless summer. Open Thurs.Mon., 12-5 p.m. 411 Olive Ave.,
Huntington Beach. 714-960-3483;
www.surfingmuseum.org

Elks Bingo Wednesday Matinee. It’s
your turn to yell “Bingo!” over at the
Elks Lodge, where the doors open
every Wed. at 10 a.m. and early birds
begin playing at 11 a.m. at B.P.O.E.
Lodge No. 1959. Cost: $15 minimum
buy in. Free coffee, tea and popcorn
are served, and food and soft drinks
are available for purchase. 7711
Talbert Ave., Huntington Beach.
714-848-9440;
www.hbelks.com/
Speaker index.html

The Bolsa Chica Land Trust Wetlands
and Mesas Tour. On the third
Sun. of each month enjoy a guided
walking tour presented by the Bolsa
Chica Land Trust. 10 a.m. tour lasts
2 hours. Cost: free. Tour departs from
the south parking lot (off Pacific Coast
Hwy.) of the Bolsa Chica Ecological
Reserve in Huntington Beach. 714964-8170 or 714-846-1001; www.
bolsachicalandtrust.org (See preview
for other events this month).

MUSEUMS

Depression
&
Bipolar
Support.
Every Saturday 10 a.m. to 12 noon
(patients and family), Huntington
Beach Medical Center Hospital,
1772 Beach Blvd., Huntington
Beach (between Slater and Talber).
Basement Cafeteria and Conference
Room.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bolsa Chica Conservancy. This nonprofit organization promotes the
restoration and preservation of the
Bolsa Chica Wetlands. The reserve,
which extends along the east side
of Pacific Coast Hwy. from Warner
to Seapoint Aves., is a birder’s
paradise. Open to the public from
sunrise to sunset daily. No bikes or
pets are permitted on the trails. Cost:
free. The Interpretive Center is open
Tues.-Fri., 10 a.m.-4 p.m.; Sat., 9
a.m.-noon; and Sun., 12:30-3:30
p.m. 3842 Warner Ave. (SE corner of
Warner Ave. and Pacific Coast Hwy.),
Huntington Beach. 714-846-1114;
www.bolsachica.org

MUSIC
Philharmonia Orchestra of London:
Renée and Henry Segerstrom
Concert Hall. Christopher von
Dohnanyi, conductor. Beethoven:
Egmont
Overture;
Schumann:
Symphony No. 1 in B-flat major, Op.
38 Spring; Beethoven: Symphony No.
5 in C minor, Op. 87. Renée & Henry
Segerstrom Concert Hall 615 Town
Center Dr. Costa Mesa. 949-5532422 www.philharmonicsociety.org
“A Wicked Good Time” Gala: Saturday,
May 31, 2008 at 6:00 PM. Support
the PSOC and enjoy dinner, dancing
and live entertainment from the cast
of Wicked! The Island Hotel, 690
Newport Center Dr., Newport Beach,
CA. Tickets start at only $1,000 each.
For more information, or to mortgage
your home, contact Halim Kim at 949553-2422, ext. 233 or e-mail her at
halim@philharmonicsociety.org.
Our Very Own! Pianist Vern Pat
Nelson. Best Concert Ever! Mother’s
Day, Sunday, May 11. With special
guests Nadia Lesinska, Ray Mahini

POLITICS
Americans United for Separation
of Church and State: Dr. James
Corbett of the Capistrano Unified
School District will speak on
“Christian Conservative Mythology
and the Public Schools.” Dr. Jim
Corbett teaches Advanced Placement
European history at Capistrano Valley
High School. He is currently facing
a lawsuit which claims that he has
violated a student’s constitutional
rights by making “highly inappropriate
and offensive” statements in class
regarding Christianity. Come hear
this from Dr. Corbett’s perspective.
For more information call 714-9570748 or 714-299-4551 or e-mail the
chapter at orangecountyau@yahoo.
com. Website at www.au-oc.org,
Democratic Club of West Orange
County. Marcia Garten of the Central
Orange County League of Women
Voters will be the speaker. Ms. Garten
will speak on the California Court
System, Judicial Independence and
Nominations. For more information
visit the website at www.dcwoc.org, or
e-mail the chapter at westocdems@
yahoo.com Fountain Valley Senior
Center, 17967 Bushard, Fountain
Valley. http://www.dcwoc.org/

RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY
Humanist Association of Orange
County. HAOC
normally
meets
the third Sunday of every month
at 1:30 p.m. Irvine Ranch Water
District
15600
Sand
Canyon
Ave.,
Irvine.
714-446-9283;
www.ochumanists.org
Orange Coast Unitarian Universalist

Church in Costa Mesa. Regular
services and events. 1259 Victoria
Street, Costa Mesa, 92627. Call 949646-4652 or go online www.ocuuc.
org for program information.

SPORTS
Disc Frisbee Golf. Whether you’re a
seasoned pro or a novice, you’ll have
a blast competing in this innovative
sport, which is also called Frisbee
golf. Amateur League is held every
Wed. afternoon; handicap assigned.
Two-round tournaments are held the
first Sat. of each month at 10 a.m.,
all divisions invited. Cost: $1-$2.50;
kids under 16 play free. Huntington
Beach Disc Golf Course, Huntington
Central Park lot off Golden West
St. between Talbert and Ellis Aves.,
Huntington Beach. 714-425-9931;
www.huntingtonbeachevents.com/
frisbee.html
2nd

Annual
Westside
Classic
Basketball Tournament: Saturday
May 10th, 11 a.m. – 4 p.m. at the SOY
Center at Rea Elementary School, 661
Hamilton St., Costa Mesa, CA. This is
a community event with a BBQ, live
DJs, entertainment, and lots and
lots of good hoops! The purpose of
the event is to promote the sport of
basketball in the community here in
the Westside area of Costa Mesa. If
you are interested in fielding a team,
contact me as soon as possible so
I can lock you in. The tournament
format allows for exactly 16 teams,
so reserve your spot now! Contact:
Trevor Murphy Save Our Youth /
SOY Center. Tel: 949-548-3255 or
soycenter@aol.com

THEATER
Costa Mesa Playhouse: 661 Hamilton
Street, Costa Mesa. Call 949-6505269 or go to the web site at http://
www.costamesaplayhouse.org
for
latest program.
South Coast Repertory:, 655 Town
Center Dr., Costa Mesa. Call for
latest
program.
714-708-5549;
www.scr.org
Huntington
Beach
Playhouse:
Huntington Beach Central Library
Theatre, 7111 Talbert Ave. between
Golden West and Gothard. Call for
latest program 714-375-0696. www.
hbph.com.
The Injured Party. April 20 – May 11.
Call for times. The Old Guard is giving
way. What will happen once it’s gone?
That’s the underlying question in Tony
Award-winning playwright Richard
Greenberg’s eighth SCR World
Premiere, Sophisticated theatre goers
(high school and above) will delight in
Greenberg’s razor sharp dialogue and
rampant wit. South Coast Repertory,
Julianne Argyros Stage, 655 Town
Center Dr., Costa Mesa. 714-7085555; www.scr.org

VOLUNTEERING
Bolsa

Chica

Service

Day.

Help

raise public awareness about the
importance

of

the

Bolsa

Chica

Wetlands to our community by rolling
up your sleeves and helping the staff
remove trash and non-native plant
species. Meet on the last Sat. of each
month 9 a.m.-noon, at 3842 Warner
Ave., North Parking Lot, Huntington
Beach.

714-846-1114;

www.

bolsachica.org
Huntington
Plentiful

Beach

Public

opportunities

Library.
exist

for

volunteers at the central library and its
4 branches. These include Friends of
the Children’s Library, Friends of the
Library and Gift Shop, the Genealogy
Society, the HB Art League, the HB
Playhouse, and Literacy Volunteers.
For more info, visit the central library
at 7111 Talbert Ave., Huntington
Beach, or one of its neighborhood
branches.

714-842-4481;

www.hbpl.org
Orange County Public Library/Costa
Mesa. Volunteers are needed to
help with daily branch operations
and with Friends of the Library and
Bookstore. All 3 Costa Mesa branches
seek volunteers. 949-646-8845;
www.ocpl.org
Restoration

Days.

Join

community

volunteers to help maintain the
unspoiled beauty of the Shipley
Nature Center. Meet on the first
Sat.

of

each

month

at

17829

Golden West St., Huntington Beach.
714-842-4772

or

714-960-8895;

www.shipleynature.org

ORGANIC GARDENER

WHO’S ON STAGE?

Indulging in
Metaphorbidden Fruits
By R. J. SCHWICTENBERG
OC Voice Staff Writer

T

he Organic Garden is both my workshop
and my library. The wise and weathered
farmer benefits from successive seasons of
agricultural experiments and experience.
My (literal) field of expertise is both the theatre of operations as well as a source of theory.
The fruit of the loins of astronomical calculations
weds the fruits of our labor on the plane (or
plain) of down-to-Earth cultivation. We study
the seasons in the Garden of Heathens.
Divine intervention floods the lower intestine of the soil that nurtures the fresh germinations. Sprouting depends on moisture and fecundity. Weather channel precipitation prophecies
and monsoonal mists irrigate the irreverently
ploughed plots. Meanwhile, the desired fertility
requires blasphemous deposits of scatological
material.
Proper fencing is a necessary physical barrier
to separate these tender shoots from the sheep
and the goats. Erect a chickenwire perimeter
staked up with bamboo poles. However, rodent
perpetrators often penetrate the lower edge of
the feeble fencing with minimal mining. A proper crucifixion upon such subtle rabbit holes will
deter rabid rabbits, supernatural squirrels and
other New Age nuisances.
The organic farmer feels an uncanny affinity
with the trials of life. This triune trabajador is simultaneously Creator, Destroyer and Preserver.
The alchemical compost pile is the workshop
of destruction. Pernicious weeds are offered upon
this chopping block altar, where my wand-like
machete consummates their reincarnation as aggregate green. Even scriptures and other paper
products can be rendered into soil when chopped

up, moistened and mixed with fresh chicken manure.
Describing the joy of creation requires indulgence in the metaphorbidden fruits. I plant my
seeds in the furrow of Mother Earth and claim
the prodigy produce as my property. However,
I must resist patriarchal perniciousness, for the
Earth Serpent reminds us not to claim ownership
over a life force that sustains us all.
Although I benefit from my labor invested in
fertilizing the soil and selecting the seed, the genetic information contained in the seed memory
is the patrimony of millennia of farming folk. I
am only one link in a long, green, chain of agriculture.
Plants have both male and female parts, and
the male chromosomal issue is not a seed, but
merely half of one. This biological circumstance
implies an inherent unity and equality between
the dual genders of the species.
Preservation can be achieved through pickling, fermentation, sheltering, mummification
and fossilization. Taking tools out of the elements will suspend the decomposition process.
Introducing a cultivar culture in a controlled
pickling or fermentation will stabilize such bioflavinoid nutritious material until it is time to be
consumed.
Mummification and fossilization are beyond
the scope of this work.
The pitchfork-wielding prophet thus leads
the way down the righteous garden pathway.
We block out would-be weeds from the sun with
sheet mulching, clearing the shining path for easy
access to garden beds. We are the “Mulchihidin”,
the soldiers of sod, destroying all weeds who oppose us. We are the garden guardians, reaping
what we sow. In short, we are eternal.

Leslie
Zimmerman
Get out your spreadsheets
By ERIKKA INNES
OC Voice Staff Writer

W

hat do an improv actress, corporate
consultant, dancer, and a singer have
in common? They’re all careers that
Leslie Zimmerman has had in her life. Now that
she’s a bit older, she’s decided to try her hand at
stand-up comedy. From the
moment she takes the stage,
you can tell Zimmerman
feels at home. She is relaxed
and conversational, yet
energetic.
Zimmerman’s act covers
life from the perspective
of a 40-something, from
dating, to her career history,
to her view on how things
have changed since she has
gotten older. Her comedy
routine is a blend of written
material with act outs and a
lot of physical expression.
Many of her jokes include
punch lines that are based
on the humorous character she creates, or the
way she chooses to move around the stage. In
one memorable bit, she talks about getting
older, and how it changes the way you view
things. “Remember the concert [before]?”
Zimmerman mimes smoking a joint. “You

bogart you’ll piss me off! Now I go to the
concert I’m like ‘Aw crap! Second hand pot
smoke! I gotta call my sponsor.”
While Zimmerman will sometimes use a
facial expression or physical movement as a
punch line, she also has great written material.
At one point she discusses the female equivalent
of Viagra – called Lady B. “I’d like to pop one on
Monday morning before I
go into work. It’d be great
in the meeting. I’d be like
‘get out your spreadsheets
everyone! We’re gonna
massage the numbers.
We’re gonna change our
projections, and I want
you all thinking inside the
box,’” Zimmerman tells
the audience.
If you would like to
see more of Zimmerman’s
work, or find out about
her shows, check out
w w w. m y s p a c e . c o m /
lesliezimmerman and find
out more about Leslie’s
career, where she’ll be performing next, and
also view clips of her stand-up.
Erikka Innes is a standup comedian,
freelance journalist and humor writer.
Her web-site is www.erikkainnes.com.

PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Retirement Rollover:
How it Got to Be Like This

By SAM F. WIDA

W

ith tax season behind us we now
have an opportunity to survey the
economic landscape to see what is
happening and how it affects taxes and investments.
The landscape? In short, it’s ugly: plummeting home prices, rising deficits, tight
credit and layoffs everywhere. And slumping home prices, even here in Orange
County, and subprime loans seem to be in
the center of it all.
How did this happen? First we will look
for an explanation, then we will look at ideas
on how to profit from this nasty fallout.
In 2001 the stock market had slumped
badly due to the tech bubble bursting. The
Federal Reserve, acting in its capacity as the
agency in charge of the monetary policy for
the nation, decided to help the condition
of the country by putting liquidity (money)
into the economy.
Starting in 2002 the Fed began to aggressively reduce the discount rate. This
rate is the amount that the Fed charges
banks to borrow from it (which they do
regularly). Doing so has the affect of lowering all kinds of financial interest rates and
thereby making money plentiful and cheap.
Very quickly banks had lots of cheap money
to lend. And the did, aggressively.
Stocks were still out of favor, so money
was lent for real estate, which was relatively cheap then. As the economy recovered
money flowed continously into housing,
making prices rise dramatically.
The weight of so much money pushing
up home prices so much was intoxicating

to both borrowers and lenders. With rising
prices people borrowed against their equity
for spending cash, bought second homes or
just speculated in real estate. Lenders were
making huge profits from originating mortgages and then selling to Wall Street.
There was a gigantic demand for home
mortgages and refinancings but, after awhile,
not enough qualified borrowers to take the
loans. However, with profits so good banks
and other lenders loosened lending criteria
to accommodate and even create demand.
Various kinds of
loans were designed
to finance subprime
borrowers: interest
only loans, adjustable rate loans, even
loans that required
no documentation
(lian loans).
The risks of these
loans seemed justifiable becasue home
prices kept rising,
and borrowers could escape a bad loan by
selling for a profit or refinancing.
But housing prices couldn’t surge upward forever. And interest rates couldn’t remain at historically low levels forever. After
awhile housing became too expensive and
interest rates too high. Worst, too many
people were unwilling or unable to take out
loans to support the housing market as it
was. People with the worst loans started to
fall behind on payments or just defaulted.
This was the start of the subprime housing disaster. Unfortunately, this disaster did
not stay with the lenders who started it.
Unlike in the past, when lenders kept most

of the loans they originated on their books,
this time they sold off the loans wholesale
to Wall Street firms.
Banks and brokerages had invented numerous and clever ways to take the mortgage payments of borrowers, the interest
and principal payment streams, chop them
up into pieces, and repackage them as securitize debt (think bonds) that could easily
be bought and sold.
The interest rates on these bonds were
high relative to other kinds of debts and thus
could be sold to all
kinds of institutions
for big profits. As
a result, Wall Street
was ever eager for
more and more subprime mortgages to
securitize.
Herein is why
we have so much
trouble. These debt
instruments, built
on very risky loans,
proliferated all through the financial system. Worse still, insane amounts of leverage
were used to buy and utilize them. Some
brokerage firms leveraged their purchases of
the bonds massively, putting up one dollar
to borrow as much as thirty dollars worth
of these bonds. Other firms, so confident
of the bonds, borrowed hugely to buy the
debt, and then immediately resold them to
other institutions with a guarantee that if
the bonds went bad they would act as an
insurer to compensate the buyers.
Far too many risky loans turned into far
too many risky bonds were bought with far
too much borrowed money by far too many

With tax season behind us
we now have an opportunity
to survey the economic
landscape to see what is
happening and how it affects
taxes and investments.

firms. When homeowners couldn’t pay everyone started to fall down.
The result? Mortgage firms went bust as
people failed to repay their mortgages. No
mortgage payments meant no payments to
institutions who bought bonds made from
the mortgages. Firms that resold the bonds
with an insurance guarantee have to compensate the buyers no matter how painful
it may be. And since nowbody knows how
many mortgages will ultimately go into default nobody can even guess when the line
of dominoes will stop falling.
This is how it got to be like this. The
government is trying to help economy with
its tax rebate plan and other measures but
no real progress seems to have been made.
In our next article I will lay out some
ideas on how to cope and even profit from
these problems. In the meantime, be prepared. In my office we watch the credit and
housing markets every day and we fully
expect things to get worse before they get
better.
Sam F. Wida, a local financial and tax
advisor, specializes in retirement rollover, financial planning and personal
and small business income taxes. Initial
consultations are free. Phone: 714-3750028. Office: 16152 Beach Blvd #271
Huntington Beach.
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THE TIPPING POINT

COMMUNITY VOICES

What Happened to
‘Tommy’ Harman?

Costa Mesa

Part 1

From ‘Goat Hill’ to ‘City of the Arts’

By VERN NELSON
OC Voice Columnist

“We are what we pretend to be, so we
must be careful about what we pretend
to be.”
—Kurt Vonnegut, Mother Night

H

untington Beach environmentalists who remember the 1990’s and
the struggle to protect Bolsa Chica
Wetlands, who still refer to State Sen. Tom
Harman as “Tommy,” express puzzlement
and dismay over what became of the genial
councilman who once seemed to care about
his district’s natural resources.
The “moderate” Assemblyman who was
such a valuable ally to local greens as recently as 2005, helping bring the wetlands under public ownership, has, since ascending
One bill in particular, which Harman
to the state Senate in 2006, become one of
voted against, should concern Voice readers:
the most maligned Sacramento politicians
Senator Alan Lowenthal’s SB974 for Clean
on environmental issues, earning a 19 perPorts.
cent rating from the League of ConservaWe’re close enough to the Port of Long
tion Voters this past year.
Beach to be affected by the heavy diesel polToo many voters remember Harman as
lution in the area. SB974 (which passed the
the Sierra Club’s 2nd best-rated Republican
Senate but is currently being held up in the
assemblyman for his advocacy of the wetAssembly) will levy a $30 fee on each shiplands, for which he secured state funding,
ping container passing through California’s
and his widely hailed coastal protection bill
ports, with half of the fee going toward
banning the import, sale and possession of
reducing air pollution and half to improvKiller Algae.
ing the efficiency of cargo movement (by
During Harman’s first term, when he
among other things improving the rail syswas still willing to work with the Demotem). This bill would have had at least as
cratic majority, he obtained $5 million for
much as a positive impact on the Orange
the Orange County Water District for a
Coast’s quality of life as Harman’s work
desperately needed Groundwater Replenon Bolsa Chica, but he voted against it and
ishment System Project. As recently as Feb.
shored up his right-wing credentials.
2006, receiving a Legacy Award from the
Harman’s jumping through anti-enviCalifornia State Parks Foundation for his
ronmental hoops for his taskmasters has not
“tremendous ongoing commitment to the
been limited to cranky minority “no” votes.
environment,” he proclaimed, “I remain
He actually introduced legislation last year
committed to doing all I can to preserve
to make it easier to build in undeveloped
and protect the natural reurban areas. As reported in
sources of California.”
the Voice (“Harman: Shorten
With the support of
EIR,” May, 2007) his SB427
many Democrats and indewould have drastically shortpendents, including many
ened the Environmental
south county environmenImpact Report developers
talists who applauded him
would have to file for new
for his opposition to extendurban projects.
ing Highway 241 through
Harman boasted to us
San Onofre Park, he barely
that the California Building
squeaked past harsh hardIndustry Association had
right harpy Diane Harkey in
chosen him to be the bill’s
2006’s special election, desponsor specifically because
spite her labeling him “the
of his “good environmental
most liberal Republican in
credentials” at the time. The
the assembly.”
bill’s status, thankfully, is “inTom Harman
But his conversion from
active”; but Harman was so
environmental friend to foe upon ascendproud of his attempt that he requested pering into the Senate was sudden and drastic.
mission to make 200 copies of our article,
Last November he announced that he had
apparently to show around Sacramento
“re-thought his position and endorsed comthat he had indeed changed his tree-hugpleting the toll road,” as reported gleefully
ging ways.
by right-wing Republican operative Matt
Some of Harman’s old Bolsa Chica allies
“Jubal” Cunningham on his Red County/
charitably suggest he’s just misreading the
OC Blog.
values of the new parts of the 35th Senate
Jubal went on to exult, “Kudos to Sen.
District, which includes Newport Beach,
Harman for joining the side of the angels
Irvine, and other conservative south county
on this issue. Needless to say, gaining the
towns that were not in his assembly district.
support of someone with Harman’s strong
But this is what we learn from reading the
green credentials is a coup for toll road proright-wing blogs:
ponents and a PR defeat for 241 opponents.
Harman was terrified by his 2006 nailHopefully, Sen. Harman can impress upon
biter of a victory over Harkey, and was
the Governor there is no contradiction bethreatened with a primary from reliable
tween supporting the 241’s completion and
right-wing Assemblyman Chuck Devore
being a good steward of the environment.”
unless he proved his “conservative” bona fiHere we see how valuable the other side
des to the Orange County Republican leadfinds a traitor. (Of course the senator was
ership. Which he immediately did, by firing
on the losing side in this tussle, as he almost
and replacing his old staff with reactionary
always is lately, but he did build up anti-entrue believers, voting against everything he
vironmental cred for his re-election.)
had previously held dear, and forsaking his
Harman’s woeful 19 percent rating
environmental concerns for strident antifrom the League of Conservation Voters
immigrant rhetoric—a brand-new obsesis based on his votes this year against well
sion he’s taken to with a vengeance. More
over a dozen bills that this moderate orgaon that in the next Tipping Point.
nization deemed important to California’s
environment. Among them were such
Vern Nelson is a Huntington Beach
wild-eyed liberal brainchildren as SB1002
composer and pianist; website www.
for Delta Projects, SB17 for Condor Provernnelson.com, e-mail vernpnelson@
tection, AB1032 against Dredge Mining,
gmail.com. “The Tipping Point” will
SB17 for Flood Protection, SB411 for Redocument the Orange Coast’s evolution
newable Energy, and AB888 & 1058 for
from a den of apathy, materialism and
Green Buildings.
xenophobia into a hotbed of progressive
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By HUMBERTO CASPA
Guest Columnist

A

few years prior to World War II,
residents of the City of Newport Beach
began to call the people of Costa Mesa
“Goat Hillers.” Nobody knows whether they
did it out of bitter retribution, as Costa Mesans
initially chastised them with “Mackerel Flats,”
or for practical joke.
Whatever the reason, before animosities
set in between the two cities, some farmers in
Costa Mesa lived as though they were goats
on a mountain. Up from the hills, they gazed
upon their neighbors, particularly Santa Ana in
the North and Newport Beach in the South,
mesmerized by these cities’ economic growth
and modernization.
Once predominantly a rural area, Costa
Mesa has turned into a suburban hub with
formidable economic power. It is no longer
the place where tumbleweeds often rolled
down the dirt streets during windy days, giving
the area a peculiar and rare feeling, much like community. The new leadership’s goal was to
the Old West with herds grazing on semiarid improve the façade of the so-called suburban
slums, such as the Westside and some northern
grasslands tended by nomadic horsemen.
Local residents are now speaking highly areas of the city. Its policies, however, led to
of their city for having one of the most division and polarization. An elected official
sophisticated art centers, the most profit- described this trend as a battleground for
making mall and refined upscale hotels and neighbors “pitting against each other.”
The problems in Costa Mesa started out
restaurants.
A few years ago, the local government and when a majority in the City Council decided
political activists pushed the idea of changing to close down a city-run Job Center in 2005.
Earlier in that same
the
stigmatizing
in conjunction
“Goat Hill” label
At this point, it’s hard to assess year,
with
school
for a more alluring
authorities,
they
nickname:
“The
the real impact of the measures prohibited adults
City of the Arts.”
They wanted to on Latinos in Costa Mesa, though from playing soccer
on local elementary
show off the City’s
new looks and were some of them have already packed school fields. About
two years later, based
also determined to
questionable
create a Hollywood up their belongings and moved to on
arguments,
the
image near the heart
other less belligerent cities.
local
government
of Orange County.
virtually outlawed
They succeeded for a
few years, but then the name itself failed to live kicking around a soccer ball at a public
park. The city also eliminated the Human
up to its promises.
As modernization hit back Costa Mesa, Relations Committee and passed a one-sided
people from other neighboring cities moved in revitalization project to further gentrify some
searching for new jobs and a better life. Once low-income neighborhoods.
To top it all up, former mayor Allan
a one-ethnically-dominated town, this coastal
city became a multinational and multicultural Mansoor, led a plan to deputize every Costa
community. Today it is the refuge of Andean Mesa police officer as immigration officials.
“llamas,” Salvadoran “armadillos,” Mexican The ordinance didn’t pan out, but it empowered
“Quetzals” and other ethnic and national the local government to sign an agreement with
the Immigration and Customs Enforcement
groups from Latin America.
According to the 2000 Census, 108,724 agency to have an immigration agent in the
people lived in Costa Mesa. Out of that total, Costa Mesa jail system.
At this point, it’s hard to assess the real
61,778 or 57% was White, Latinos recorded
34,524 or 32%; Asians 7,421 or 7%; and impact of the measures on Latinos in Costa
Mesa, though some of them have already
other ethnic minorities 4%.
Many people estimated that by 2010, packed up their belongings and moved to other
Latinos would be a majority. However, very less belligerent cities.
Costa Mesa is no longer the Goat Hill or the
few here counted on the arrival of a new
bread of political actors who didn’t share the City of the Arts; it has turned into something
progressive line of the city. They basically less glamorous and less diverse. Nonetheless,
shattered the flamboyant name of “City of the there is time for another face-left.
Arts” and change it for a stigmatizing “AntiImmigrant City” once they got a hold of the Humberto Caspa is a bilingual writer and
author of the book, “Terror in the Latino
local government.
For the last three years, they followed a Barrio: The Rise of the New Right in Local
tough-minded script to bring changes in the Government.”

The Orange Coast Voice welcomes submissions to Community Voices by residents
of Costa Mesa, Fountain Valley, Huntington Beach and Seal Beach. All submissions
should be well researched with a maximum of 800 words and accompanied by
your full name, address and phone number for verification purposes. Send to
admin@ocvoice.com.

Go to the OC VOICE blog at:

WWW.OCVOICE.WORDPRESS.COM

E N V I R O N M E N T

Praise Potted Plants
They help cut indoor air pollution

By SARAH S. MOSKO
Special to the OC Voice

I

t’s a widespread misconception that
staying indoors avoids exposure to air
pollutants.
Indoor air quality, in fact, is generally worse
because contaminants that arise from a vast
assortment of consumer products add to the
pollution that drifts in from the outside. Given
that urban dwellers pass 90 percent of their
time inside, strategies to improve indoor air
quality are of interest to nearly everyone.
The chief forms of pollutants generated indoors are known as volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) that off-gas primarily from common
petroleum-based products that are nearly endless and impossible to avoid: furniture, carpeting, paints, varnishes, paint strippers, synthetic
building materials, air fresheners, cleaning solutions, toilet bowl deodorizers, personal care
products, tobacco smoke, pesticides and solvents in inks and adhesives.
In a 1989 report to Congress, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) indicated that more than 900 VOCs had been identified in indoor air. While some pose no known
danger to health, others are linked to acute and
chronic health effects like asthma, impaired
lung function or damage to liver and kidneys.
Mixtures of VOCs are generally thought to be
the cause of “sick building syndrome” in which
sensitive individuals experience symptoms of
headache, nausea, and/or eye, nose & throat irritation in certain indoor settings.
Some VOCs are even known to be carcinogenic, like benzene in tobacco smoke, perchloroethylene (aka “perc”) in dry-cleaning
fluid, methylene chloride in paint strippers,
and formaldehyde in pressed wood products
like particleboard. That indoor air concentrations of VOCs can reach unhealthy levels was
highlighted in February when formaldehyde
fumes sparked the recall of more than 35,000
trailer homes that had been provided to victims
of hurricane Katrina by FEMA.
Perhaps even more disquieting than the
stealth-like nature of VOCs, many of which are
odorless, is their potential to react chemically
with one other to produce other potentially
unsafe compounds. A 2006 report commissioned by the California Air Resource Board,
for example, outlined how compounds called
terpenes, used in air fresheners and household
cleaning agents because of their pleasant odor
and solvent capabilities react with ozone to
produce formaldehyde along with various particulate pollutants.
According to the EPA, about a dozen common VOCs are consistently found at 2-5 times

MICROBIAL COMMUNITY: Australian researchers headed by
Margaret Burchett at the University of Technology have revealed
fascinating twists on the potted plant story.
higher levels inside homes than out, even in rural settings. Certain activities, like paint stripping, can elevate VOCs by a factor of 1,000.
When you add in unpredictable chemical reactions among VOCs, it’s enough to make
breathing indoors seem a bit of a crap shoot.
Reduce Indoor VOCs Naturally
The standard approach to lowering VOCs
has been to install commercial air filtering devices or room ventilation systems that exchange
room air for outdoor air. Both run on electric-

ity, so they increase electric bills and ultimately
add to overall atmospheric pollution by way of
burning fossil fuels to produce that electricity.
Nature, however, seems to have provided a
very effective alternative that is affordable and
requires no electricity—the potted plant.
The first clues that potted plants are expert
at removing air pollutants came from experiments at NASA in the 1980s aimed at finding
a solution to the buildup inside tightly sealed
spacecrafts of VOCs from synthetic materials.

A study demonstrated air filtering capabilities
in more than 50 plant species.
Australian researchers headed by Margaret
Burchett at the University of Technology have
since revealed fascinating twists on the potted
plant story. First, the plants per se don’t get all
the credit since the potting mix microbes living synergistically with the roots do the actual
work of removing the pollutants. Soil microorganisms are able to biodegdrade the VOCs by
using them as a food and energy source. The
plants’ job, in turn, is to nourish the root-zone
microbial community.
Second, soil microbes exhibit “smarts” in
that, with repeated exposure to a given VOC,
they‘re able to remove it from air more quickly.
The microbes are thus ever adapting to the
VOCs they encounter.
Burchett has demonstrated the efficacy of
common houseplants, like the peace lily or dracaena ‘Janet Craig,’ in real life settings, with or
without air conditioning. In single occupancysized offices, 3-6 plants kept the total load of
all VOCs to below 100 ppb, the equivalent of
“very clean air.” The plants even proved adept
at removing highly toxic carbon monoxide.
That plants really do create a healthier indoor environment is supported by other studies reporting significantly fewer worker complaints, such as coughing and fatigue, in offices
adorned with plants.
Indoor air polluted by VOCs is but an example of the myriad of environmental ills created by the technology that has come to define
westernized living. As such, the knee jerk reaction is to reach for a technological solution,
e.g. electric air filters. The potted plant stands
in sharp contrast and as a humbling testament
to the complexity and infinite wisdom of nature.
Quoting from one of Burchett’s publications, “The potted plant microcosm represents
an adaptive, self-regulating, portable, flexible,
low-cost, sustainable and beautiful bio-filtration” system for improving indoor air quality.”
The VOCs – potted plant saga embodies
two important messages: The wonton creation
of synthetic consumer products is not without
health risks; and, man’s survival on earth surely
depends on his willingness to live within the
embrace of Mother Nature.
Sarah S. Mosko is a member of the Earth
Resource Foundation, which is based in
Costa Mesa. She has a Ph.D. in Psychology/Neuroscience with a background in
research. She is now a practicing licensed
psychologist. For more information,
please visit www.earthresource.org or call
(949) 645-5163.
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Free consultation! No fee unless you win!
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God

Continued from Page 5
for a public building or political, she said. “And
if it’s a political motivation, to me it’s taking
the Lord’s name in vain and I absolutely oppose that.”
Throwing political caution to the wind,
Cook cited the rejection of the divine right of
kings that helped motivate Europeans to emigrate to America. “I think that Americans also
reject the divine right of governments,” she
said.
Why not unite people by citing the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution or
other great writings, Cook asked. “There are so
many wonderful words that our early Americans put on paper and any of those would be

much more patriotic than this.”
The motto was constitutional, she agreed,
“but that doesn’t make it a wise idea. It’s a
cheapening of religious faith,” and “absolutely
being done for political reasons.”
Cook made a substitute motion to turn the
question over to the city’s Human Relations
Task Force “in order to weigh exactly which
patriotic message they would like to present
to the people of Huntington Beach” and ensure that the matter is “not subject to political
whims.”
But Cook’s substitute motion failed 4-3 and
Green and Green and Carchio prevailed by 42-1 with Bohr abstaining.
*The 46th includes all of Huntington Beach,
Costa Mesa, Fountain Valley, Seal Beach, Avalon, Rancho Palos Verdes, Rolling Hills Estates
and parts of Long Beach, Westminster, Santa
Ana and San Pedro.

New on the OC Voice Blog
www.ocvoice.wordpress.com

Interview with Dan Kalmick, Democratic Party candidate for Congress
Seal Beach resident Dan Kalmick talks at length to the Voice about his campaign to be
chosen by democrats as their candidate to oppose incumbent and Republican Dana
Rohrabacher in the 46th Congressional District. Kalmick challenges Democratic front
runner Debbie Cook on the war, environment and other issues. Kalmick is young,
intelligent and articulate. Whether he wins or not, you will agree that he has a bright
political future.

Book Review: Terror in the Latino Barrio
Humberto Caspa, former Daily Pilot columnist, social scientist, political activist and Costa
Mesa resident, writes about the influence of Martin H. Millard on the rise of Minuteman
politics in Costa Mesa in his new book, which is reviewed by John Earl and Scott Sink.

Extended Calendar and Restaurant Reviews

One Muslim’s Point of View

D

r. Shereen Sabet, a researcher at Cal State Long Beach and an activist in Muslim and American
communities, as well as a Huntington Beach resident, offered a different perspective in
response to an e-mail inquiry by the Voice. In her view, the motto is consistent with Muslim
articles of faith and virtually all members of her faith would support the resolution in principle if it
were put to a public vote, which she believes it should be out of respect for all of the city’s residents,
including those belonging to non-Abrahamic faiths or agnostics and atheists.
“I think that instead of having the city council decide by itself to adopt this overtly religious motto,
it really ought to put this to the residents as a vote. If the majority of H.B. residents accept it, then
fine, the people have spoken,” she wrote. If not approved by voters, the (current) transient city council
has “no business” imposing a motto that will last well beyond its tenure. Without a vote of the people,
Sabet says, “I’d become suspicious of the council’s intentions.”

One Secularist’s Point of View

Advertise in the
Orange Coast Voice

Excerpts from written and oral comments to the H.B. City Council by Mark Bixby:
“`In…God…We…Trust…’ – what exactly does the council hope to accomplish by displaying this
phrase in the council chambers? I’d like councilmembers who vote in favor of this to please explain how
putting up this sign will demonstrably improve the lives of 200,000 Huntington Beach residents.
“Or maybe the intent is purely symbolic. If that’s the case, I suggest you have much higher priority
things that you should be spending yout time and our tax dollars on.

(714) 656-3607

“Hopefully the intent isn’t literal. Is the council going to trust in God to fill potholes, to determine
whether ot not to turn main Street into a pedestrian mall, or to perform a budget miracle to cope with
declining sales and property taxes as a result of the tanking economy? I hope not.”
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